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US Hegemony in Europe – The CIA 

By Anthony Shell  July 2023 

This research addresses the activities (including, in particular, the unlawful activities) of the US Central 

Intelligence Agency (CIA), within the context of recent events within the UK.  

The context for this research is that of actions by the USA within European countries over the past 25 

years – with a focus on SERBIA / KOSOVO, UKRAINE / RUSSIA, and the UK. This report therefore 

serves, in particular, to supplement three previous reports on the current, horrendous conflict in UKRAINE, 

in regard to the past and present activities the US / NATO / UK Governments. 1 2 3 

One of the Major concerns, described within this report, is that of the behaviour of a particular agency of 

State (i.e. the USA CIA) within another State (i.e. the UK). This raises vitally important questions – not 

least, in regard to instances where such behaviour may be contrary to the security, and to the interests, of 

the people of the host State (of the UK, or of other States). 

Where possible (and where appropriate) scans of original, official documents have been included within 

this report – along with source references, where appropriate(as footnotes). 

This work is an ongoing project. 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                
1 www.darklake-synectics.co.uk/docs/USAwarUKR.pdf 
2 www.darklake-synectics.co.uk/docs/UKfomentingwarUKR.pdf 
3 www.darklake-synectics.co.uk/docs/USAwarUKR_2.pdf 
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Ukraine, 1953 to 1970 – The CIA + OUN (B) ‘Partisan’ Movement 
 

 
 
 

This document scan is in regard to the 1953 to 1970 CIA ‘Project Aerodynamic’ – a covert collaboration between the 
USA Government and the UKRAINIAN pro-NAZI OUN movement. This was quite clearly a part of the US / CIA effort to 
destabilize the Soviet Union, and (ultimately) to make UKRAINE subordinate to Western power and influence. 
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Lies and Liars: ‘No NATO Expansion’ (1990) – [1] 

 

 
The USA was therefore indicating to RUSSIA that it would not expand NATO any further, if the RUSSIAN Government 
agreed to a unified GERMANY as a NATO member – which (de facto) is what RUSSIA eventually agreed to. 
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Lies and Liars: ‘No NATO Expansion’ (1990) – [2] 

 

The US Government has attempted to conceal details of the 1990 US / Russia meeting between the US Secretary of 
State James BAKER and the Russian Premier Mikhail GORBACHEV (see above). 4  

 

From the late 1990s and onwards Senator Joseph BIDEN was one of the most belligerent of US politicians in regard to 
voicing support (and lobbying for) NATO expansion. 

  

                                                
4 National Security Archive, Suite 701, Gelman Library, George Washington University, 2130 H St., NW, Washington DC, 20037 
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The US Political ‘Cheerleaders’ For NATO Enlargement 

 

Notably (then Senator) Joseph BIDEN was therefore seen, within Washington DC (including by the US political elite, the 
Government agencies, the military establishment, and US weapons manufacturers), as being one of the main 
“cheerleaders” for NATO enlargement. 5 

 
  

                                                
5 From: ‘Opening NATO’s Door – How the Alliance Remade Itself for a New Era’, by Ronald D. Asmus, A Council On Foreign 
Relations Book, Columbia University Press, New York, USA, August 2004 
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CIA Report, 1990 

 

 
 
 

This is an image scan of page 11 of the document  ‘Terrorism Review’, Director of Intelligence, Central 
Intelligence Agency, marked SECRET – NOFORN / NOCONTRACT / ORCON, 4th October 1990 – page 11. 
Areas of special interest have been highlighted – i.e. the recognition of areas within Europe with significant 
ethnic minorities, that therefore provide future opportunities for the fomenting of extreme regional conflict. 
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The US Connection: The ‘Greater Albania’ Project 
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The USA – The War Crimes 

 
In this correspondence (from the Hilary Clinton archives) ‘the President’ refers to Bill CLINTON. This shows that the US 
/ UK / NATO was demanding that FRY / SERBIA must agree to the RAMBOUILLET ACCORD – and hence surrender 
its sovereignty (including it having NATO troops stationed within its territory, totally unaccountable to FRY / SERBIA for 
their conduct) – otherwise the US / UK / NATO would launch military attacks against SERBIA and the SERBIAN 
people).  It was an ultimatum justified by a fake ‘narrative’ – the so called ‘KOSOVO genocide’. 

 

 
The NATO attack on SERBIA (1999) was clearly illegal 
(indeed, a war crime under international law according, 
respectively, to the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, and the 
articles of the UN Charter). This illegality included (for 
example) the bombing of non-military / civilian targets, 
such as the cities of BELGRADE and NOVI SAD. 
 
The US / NATO military repeatedly lied to the public that 
the SERBIAN military was being largely destroyed by air 
attacks by the Alliance. It wasn’t. In actuality it was the 
failure of those actions that forced the US / NATO to re-
direct attacks against Serbian civilian population centres – 
including (even) ethnic SERBIAN farms and hamlets 
within KOSOVO. It was the inability of Serbia to stop 
those attacks that forced it (eventually) to submit to US 
demands, and to withdraw from KOSOVO (in June 1999). 
 

In January 2007 the IEP, acting under the auspices of The European Commission, produced a secret report for the 
BMVg (The GERMAN Federal Ministry of Defence).6  The IEP report contained recommendations on future EU 
development as a result of ‘lessons learned’ following the KOSOVO conflict. In particular, the IEP looked at the growth 
of organized crime (of the trafficking of people, drugs and weapons, and the incitement of violent conflict between ethnic 
groups) that followed the military intervention by NATO in KOSOVO / SERBIA – and especially the inability of the 
UNMIK and KFOR agencies to cope with the rapidly emerging (and supposedly unanticipated) state of lawlessness.  
  

                                                
6 ‘Security Sector Reform for The Western Balkans. Intelligent/Creative Approaches for a Positive Sustainable Development in the 
Region‘, produced by the Institute for European Politics (IEP), Berlin, 9th January 2007. The Institut für Europäische Politik (IEP) 
was founded in 1959, and is based in Berlin. The IEP is a strategic partner of The European Commission and is financially 
supported by it. Most importantly it is a major research organization that is able to influence both the development and 
implementation of policy for the European Union (EU). See: http://iep-berlin.net/das-iep.html 
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The US Military CAMP BONDSTEEL, Kosovo, and The CIA 
 

 

The US military base CAMP BONDSTEEL 
was established in southern Kosovo in June 
1999, following the surrender of SERBIA.  

Increasingly the evidence has pointed 
toward that military base being used by US 
secret agencies (i.e. the CIA) for control and 
influence’ operations within that region, in 
pursuance of further post-war unlawful 
activities.  
 

 
: 

 
From the official IEP / BMVg report: “Moreover, the values are clearly against the UN resolution 1244 in violation of 
military training of the KPC [the Kosovo Protection Corps, built on the former anti-SERBIA, pro-ALBANIA KLA] by 
Pentagon-linked U.S. companies, as well as counter-productive, and exposes the discrepancy between European and 
American political understanding that can be seen in the existence of a secret CIA detention facility in the grounds of 
Camp BONDSTEEL.” 7 Just why the CIA would be operating a “detention facility” is never explained (one of it’s 
‘enhanced interrogation’ / torture facility, perhaps?) 
  

                                                
7 Source: INSTITUT FÜR EUROPÄISCHE POLITIK, Berlin, 9thJanuary 2007. Marked ‘FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY’ 
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KOSOVO, The CIA – and The US State Department 

 

 
A very important) purpose of US Camp BONDSTEEL was to give US / NATO the means for promoting the (fake) 
propaganda narrative that SERBIA had been conducting genocide / ‘ethnic cleansing’ / mass murder against the ethnic 
Albanian population within KOSOVO. Such extraordinary claims were being thoroughly debunked within a mere year 
after the end of the SERBIA / KOSOVO (ALABANIA) conflict (i.e. by 2000). 8 9 10 11  Much of this propaganda was 
emanating from the US State Department (see above), and was seemingly being created by (in part, at least) the CIA 
through activities ‘in the field’ such as that at Camp BONDSTEEL, KOSOVO.  

  

                                                
8 As early as March 2000, Jiri Dienstbier, UN Special Rapporteur on Human Rights, delivered an official report to the UN which 
stated: “What the KLA [Kosovo Liberation Army] is doing in Kosovo has nothing to do with retaliation for what Serb authorities 
did. It is about the realization of a plan of ethnic cleansing, for destabilization of the entire region and creation of a Greater 
Albania”. Report to The United Nations Commission for Human Rights, Jiri Dienstbier – The UN Special Rapporteur on Human 
Rights for former Yugoslavia, March 2000. Dr. Dienstbier is the former Spokesman for Charter 77, Czech Foreign Minister, and 
member of the Commission on Global Governance. From 1998 until 2001 Dr. Dienstbier served as Special Rapporteur of the United 
Nations Human Rights Commission for the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Croatia. 
9 ‘Serb “killings” exaggerated by the West – Claims of up to 100,000 ethnic Albanians massacred in Kosovo revised to under 3,000 
as exhumation near end’, Jonathan Steele, The Guardian, 18th August 2000  
10 A claim subsequently (and thoroughly) debunked. See, for example ‘John Pilger and Kosovo’, Early Day Motion (EDM), UK 
House of Commons, 14th December 2004. This Parliamentary motion was sponsored by: Llew SMITH MP; Ronald CAMPBELL 
MP; Michael CLAPHAM MP; Jeremy CORBAN MP; and Tom COX MP. 
11 This was a part of US efforts to: (a) provide ‘justification’ for the war against SERBIA (and to provoke pro-war / anti-SERBIAN 
extreme hate); and (b) to conceal the rampant corruption and terrorist activities that was then (and had been) present within Albania. 
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Exposing the Criminality – [1] 

 

 
: The German BND Report 

 
 
 

 
: The US / KFOR / NATO Report 12 

 
 
  

                                                
12 Source: ‘J2 Special Projects – Target Folder for Mr. Xhavit HALITI’, intelligence surveillance report for the Kosovo Stabilisation 
FORCE (KFOR), marked SECRET Rel USA KFOR and NATO, 10th March 2004 
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Exposing the Criminality – [2] 
 

 
 

Investigations (such as that shown above) have provided hard evidence of extreme and extensive unlawful, violently 
immoral, and perverse behaviour within KOSOVO and ALBANIA, by armed organized criminal gangs. Such activities 
will have been (and are) well known to the Western ‘law enforcement‘ agencies, including EUROPOL and the US FBI. 
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KOSOVO / US Connection – Prior Research (2012) 
 

 
 

 

 
The above 11-page research report, by myself, was completed (albeit not published) in April 2012.  
 
By that date it had become very apparent that the primary purpose of the establishing of the huge US military base at 
Camp BONDSTEEL, KOSOVO in June 1999 (and especially in regard to the important CIA presence within that base) 
was to provide for US control of the (by then) extensive, illegal, gang-controlled trafficking operations of:  

(a) WEAPONS (i.e. conventional / bio / chemical, from former Warsaw Pact depots / dumps in Eastern Europe);  
(b) DRUGS (principally heroine and cocaine, from the Near East and the Middle East);  
(c) ‘HARVESTED’ HUMAN ORGANS (most especially, from children); and  
(d) PEOPLE (primarily young women and girls / children, for exploitation by the international sexual ‘industry’). 

 
 
This was described (in part) within that earlier report. 13 14  

                                                
13 See: www.darklake-synectics.co.uk/docs/perilous_enquiries.pdf 
14 It was shortly after I had begun researching this particular matter (perhaps, in hindsight, rather naively and with far too much 
visibility) that the attacks against me (reputational / ad hominen attacks, efforts at entrapment, threatening and abusive  phone calls, 
et cetera) began to greatly intensify.  
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The US CIA Bases in The UK 

 
Note the huge investment by the US Government – of a 
projected $418million – in the CROUGHTON ‘project’. 

 

 

 

The US Central Interlligence Agency (CIA) bases within the UK include the following: [1] CIA Intelligence Operations / 
Command Center / Communication Centre, ‘RAF’ (CIA) CROUGHTON, UK; [2] CIA Communication Centre, ‘RAF’ (CIA) 
BARTON ST. JOHN, UK; [3] ‘RAF’ FAIRFORD, Gloucestershire; and [4] The ‘Grosvenor Street Complex ‘, LONDON, 
UK (primarily post-1950, pre-2018).  

These bases operate as sovereign US entities, effectively outside of UK jurisdiction, oversight and control. Their 
purpose is to protect and project US security and economic / political / military interests. 

 
In early (February) 2017 US CIA Director, Michael POMPEO made a secret visit to UK MOD, FORT MONCKTON 
(GOSPORT, Hampshire). FORT MONCKTON was (and is) the main training base for the UK Secret Intelligence 
Service (MI6) – the UK Base where SIS and UK Special Operations Forces (SOF) train for, plan for, and deploy from, 
for their various covert operations, including: covert surveillance; ‘stay behind’ training; target identification; sabotage; 
political assassinations; extreme coercion (entrapment); and ‘black ops.’. 15 

Therefore the assessment was that there is a very high likelihood that by 2017 (at the very latest) that CIA Director Mike 
POMPEO had been made aware of GRU Colonel Sergei SKRIPAL’s openly expressed support for: (1) RUSSIAN 
President Vladimir PUTIN; (2) for the RUSSIAN 2014 annexation of Crimea; and (3) of Sergei SKRIPAL’s desire to 
return to RUSSIA. Further more, that this was relayed to Mike POMPEO, by the CIA London Office (see later).  

It is also highly likely that by then (early 2017) Mike POMPEO (and the CIA) had been made aware of efforts being 
made by Sergei SKRIPAL to gather information on US / NATO ‘re-purposing’ of former Warsaw Pact weapons 
(conventional, chemical and biological) that were (then) being obtained by the US / NATO from sources within Eastern 
European countries (principally the Baltic nations, BULGARIA, and the CZECH REPUBLIC) – with the intention of using 
such ‘re-purposed’ munitions for extremely malfeasant reasons (including for ‘false flag’ atrocities within Europe).   

 

  

                                                
15 “Stay Behind had the function of an anti- invasion structure. It existed in the UK, France, the Benelux countries, Norway and 
Denmark, and there were four similar but independent organisations in Switzerland, Austria, Sweden and Finland. The 
headquarters of all the Stay Behind organisations was in the UK … The British gave us a hand. The HQ of all the Stay Behind 
networks was in Cornwall [sic. – clearly, this is a mistaken reference by COSSIGA to Fort Monckton, Hampshire, UK], at the 
training school of the Intelligence Service.” Conversations With Francesco Cossiga’, by Alison Jamieson, Bulletin of Italian 
Politics, Vol. No 2, 2010, 141-162. Downloaded from: http://www.gla.ac.uk/media/media_191039_en.pdf - pages 18 and 19 
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The 1st March 2018 CIA (Mike POMPEO) Email, and Correspondence 

 

 
Source: American Oversight organization, americanoversight.org, documentcloud.org and archive.org 

 
 
The (above) 1st March 2018 email was an “urgent request” by (it would appear) three (CIA?) persons to “meet urgently” 
with the (then) CIA Director, Mike POMPEO. 16 Obviously, that email was in regard to new intelligence that presented a 
“very promising opportunity” (for the CIA) to exploit. Urgent requests of that kind appear to have been extremely rare.  
 
However, despite that email correspondence having been heavily redacted, a great deal of useful information can be 
gleaned from both its existence, from the timing, and from the un-redacted content. 
 
  

                                                
16 Source: American Oversight organization, americanoversight.org, documentcloud.org and archive.org 
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The 2nd March 2018 CIA (Mike POMPEO) Email, and Correspondence 
 

 
Email scans source: American Oversight organization, americanoversight.org, documentcloud.org and archive.org 

 
The significance of the timeline is therefore: (1) the 1st March ‘Urgent / Opportunity’ email message to CIA Director Mike 
POMPEO (see previous); and (2) the 2nd March CIA top-level emergency meeting (Mike POMPEO and others) being 
organized from 05:00 hours local EST time (i.e. 10:00 hours local UK time) – and onwards. And, again, it should be said 
that despite having been heavily redacted, much useful information can be gleaned from that email correspondence. 
 
Based on substantive circumstantial analysis, the assessment is therefore that the attendees at that CIA 2nd March 
emergency meeting (that was presumably held at Langley, VA) will have included (either in person, or via telephone / 
video conference-call connections): (1) CIA Director Mike POMPEO; (2) CIA Deputy Director Gina HASPEL; and (3) 
non-identified senior officers, within CIA Clandestine Services. Obviously the meeting would have concerned the need 
for serious and prompt operational actions by the CIA. 
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The 4th March 2018 SALISBURY ‘Nerve Agent’ Poisonings  
 
 

 
 

 
On the afternoon (at approximately 16:00 hours) of the 2nd March 2018 two Russian citizens – Alexander PETROV and 
Ruslan BOSHIROV – arrived in the UK. Notably, this occurred just 6 hours after the need was seen by the CIA for an 
urgent, top-level, emergency meeting at Langley VA (see previous).  
 
On the 3rd March Yulia SKRIPAL arrived in the UK (at approximately 14:40 hours), and was met by her father Sergei 
SKRIPAL and Sergei’s close friend Ross CASSIDY. Notably, CASSIDY subsequently insisted that they were followed 
by two people (a man and a woman) in a black BMW, on the drive back to Salisbury from Heathrow Airport.  
 
On the 4th March, PETROV and BOSHIROV met with Sergei SKRIPAL for a 1 hour 20 minute meeting at Sergei 
SKRIPAL’s house in Salisbury. During their visit to Salisbury, on that day, PETROV and BOSHIROV can be seen (from 
analysis of released CCTV recordings) to have been under very close surveillance by at least two persons (at least one 
on foot). PETROV and BOSHIROV were clearly aware (albeit seemingly unconcerned) that they were being followed.  
 
Some 2 hours after PETROV and BOSHIROV had taken a train back to London, Sergei and Yulia SKRIPAL were found, 
collapsed on a park bench in central Salisbury, after having been poisoned by a “toxic chemical compound”. 17 
 
This (therefore) points to the CIA having had some prior knowledge of the covert operation would culminate in the 
attempted murder of Sergei SKRIPAL and daughter Yulia SKRIPAL in the city of Salisbury in ENGLAND, on the 4th 
March 2018 – and that, furthermore, the CIA may have had an active part in that horrific incident. This assessment is 
the inevitable conclusion drawn from an inspection of official US Government documents (top-level CIA email 
transcripts, Langley VA) posted at that time (i.e. from the beginning of March 2018 – see previously). 

Both Yulia SKRIPAL and Sergei SKRIPAL reportedly recovered from the poisoning – however Colonel Sergei SKRIPAL 
has never been seen since that incident in Salisbury 5 years ago (not even in the form of a video interview).  

 
 
  

                                                
17 See: www.darklake-synectics.co.uk/docs/inquiry_2018_salisbury.pdf 
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The Presumed Principal CIA Actors (1st / 2nd March 2018) 
 

 
Mike POMPEO – CIA Director (March 2018)  

Gina HASPEL – CIA Deputy Director (March 2018) 

 
Michael RAOILE – CIA London Chief (March 2018) 

 
Daniel HOFFMAN – CIA Clandestine Services 

 
 
At the time of the 1st / 2nd March 2018 CIA emails, Gina HASPEL was the CIA Deputy Director – whilst Michael RAIOLE 
was the CIA London Station Chief (serving in that position from 2017 to 2020). 
 
Previously Gina HASPEL had been the London Station Chief over two separate periods – from 2008 to 2011, and from 
2014 to 2017. This therefore covered the period from when Sergei SKRIPAL was (following the 9th July 2010 US / UK / 
RUSSIA spy-swap) released from prison in RUSSIA and had moved to the UK (Salisbury), through to just one year 
before the poisonings of Sergei and Yulia SKRIPAL in Salisbury. 
 
That 2010 spy-swap was carried out under the auspices of the CIA Moscow Station Chief Daniel HOFFMAN. Both 
Daniel HOFFMAN and Gina HASPEL had been employed in senior positions of the CIA Clandestine Services section at 
the same time, and are reported to have been close (working) friends.  

Given the above, it is seen as highly likely that HASPEL, HOFFMAN and RAIOLE will all have taken a keen personal 
interest in Sergei SKRIPAL’s exile within the UK – that, therefore, they all will have known of his increasing personal 
isolation (in regard to the death of his mother, and of his son), and of the rumors of his wish to finally go back to 
RUSSIA. And, most especially, there can be little doubt that they will have been were aware of Sergei SKRIPAL’s 
admiration for Vladimir PUTIN (in regard to events in UKRAINE, especially) and of his support for the RUSSIAN 
annexation of CRIMEA. 18 
 
Undoubtedly, such sentiments – and especially when expressed by such an important figure such as Sergei SKRIPAL – 
will have been seen as not only totally abhorrent by the upper echelons of the US political / military / intelligence 
establishment, but as a serious threat (albeit one of many) to the global ambitions of Washington DC State Apparatus.  
 
On the 13th March 2018 the promotion of POMPEO to the position of US Secretary of State was announced – as was 
(subsequently) the promotion of Gina HASPEL from CIA Deputy Director to the position of CIA Director. The promotion 
of Gina HASPEL to CIA Director was not without a considerable amount of controversy - over the last five years there 
have been widespread allegations that, during her years as a senior and influential figure within the CIA, Gina HASPEL 
had had a leading role in the CIA’s use of enhanced interrogation (torture) at (at least) one CIA ‘black site’.19 
 
  

                                                
18 As reported by BBC journalist Mark URBAN. And as cited in: www.darklake-synectics.co.uk/docs/ inquiry_2018_salisbury.pdf 
19 For example: (1) ‘Declassified cables reveal CIA torture at site once run by now chief Gina Haspel – News’, Andrew Buncombe, 
The Independent on Sunday, 11th August 2018; (2) ‘CIA nominee Haspel declines to condemn torture as “immoral” – WORLD | 
WEEK IN REVIEW’, The Financial Times, 12th May 2018; (3) ‘Concerns were raised over ill-treatment of detainees’, Amrit Singh 
(Senior Lawyer, Open Society Justice Initiative, New York), Letters page, Financial Times, 24th March 2018; (4) ‘CIA deputy 
supervised jail torture’, Michael Evans, The Times, 4th February 2017. 
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